




















This plague manuscript written in good 18/19 century Italian about intended 
instructions for the purification of infected houses and contents, was in the collection 
of the late Cecil Diamantino, and is being published by courtesy of Mr Anthony 
Camilleri. 

Dr. Giovanni Bonello has pointed out, that among the items mentioned, are 
porcelain objects. Though Chinese porcelain existed for centuries, it'was 'an 
extraordinary luxury only the richest could afford. Porcelain became common in 
Maltese households in the late 18th century when it started being manufactured on 
a large scale in Europe. The document does not refer to house numbers in Valletta, 
which were first introduced half-way through the 1813 epidemic. 

It seems to be written by a medical doctor on official public health business, 
with an excellent command ofltalian, perhaps the head of the Lazzaretto. 

Translation of the Italian text 

The houses in which infected people die or fall sick because of plague or are 
suspected of infection, and their contents should from now on be considered under 
two different aspects, that is, either the houses are already infected or will be infected 
soon; consequently particular concern is taken which will be pointed out in the 
following details of the articles of the Plan. 

Before describing the manner and regulations which should be observed in 
purifying the houses and their contents, it is necessary to establish the quality of 
the solution to be used. Two different possibilities arise, two different methods 
of fumigation should therefore be used, so that, tending the public health, the 
inconvenience of carrying irritating and fastidious substances going to neighbours, 
while using the solution is avoided. Therefore as regards to the houses and the 
rooms which can be kept shut, and the smoke will be forced to stick to the walls 
and things contained in the rooms, and the more suitable perfume is the following:-

Take five parts sulphur, reduced to fine powder, one part nitre, likewise reduced 
to powder. The two powders are mixed together carefully. The resulting mixture is 
added to an equal weight of bran ( crusco) 

As regards the houses which are lived in, or which cannot be kept closed as 
convenient, these are fumigated with nitrogen vapours by burning the resin, some 
hay and throwing moderate doses of nitre over it while it bums. 

Though certain people do not look after the pestilential contamination and 
consider themselves cured, it is nevertheless proper that some precaution be taken 
in order that these persons keep away and we often notice that several of these 
(cured) people are found in hospitals and lazzarettos because they are infected by 
the plague. 
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ARTICLE ONE 
From the houses, which from now on will be infected with the corpse or with 

the alive person, the things which he used to use (be in contact with) during his 
illness are taken away and burnt. The burning should always take place about a mile 
away from the inhabited places. Meanwhile with those accompanying the corpse 
of the infected person a sanitary guardian should go with them and take with him 
(perfume). Having taken the corpse or the patient out of the room, anything which 
easily catches fire is removed, the windows are closed, or the other doors, than 
according to the size of the room, one of those who entered for the corpse asks for 
the required amount of (perfume), he places it in a container and ignites it. The 
door is then closed so as to oblige the smoke to rest on the walls and things left in 
the room. If the house has more rooms and these are empty, each room is likewise 
treated. Ifhowever people live there only the room where the infected person stayed 
should be treated (fumigated). The rest of the house is fumigated with nitrogen 
fumes or by igniting nitre. 

ARTICLE TWO 
The houses which are already closed should not be opened before they are 

properly fumigated. The manner to fumigate, which has already been described 
should be observed, calculate properly (the fumigating machines) to which result 
from the matter in combustion, inside each room. If the house contains more rooms, 
the fumigating machine, should be applied to each door in order to fumigate all the 
house. If the doors and windows of some of the rooms are open, they should be 
shut whenever possible, without endangering the people. In this case the fumes are 
spread by placing the material in a large container which is carried into the room 
on a long spade, and the door is closed. Two or three days after the first fumigation 
the rooms may be opened, but before the people may enter to take the things the 
floors should be wet from a distance with milky lime water. After a quarter of an 
hour a regular dose of nitre s taken into the room and burnt. The people who have 
to fetch the things may then enter and carry the things out. 

ARTICLE THREE 
The contents in the house are considered contaminated if they are amongst the 

things which the infected person used to use or are considered to be infected only 
because they are found in an infected house. The former should be handled only 
by persons meant for this purpose and in boxes likewise meant for this purpose. 
They are carried to uninhabited places and the purifying takes place. 

ARTICLE FOUR 
The persons handling the soiled things which are definitely from the infected 

person should have no contact whatsoever with the person having to handle the 
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things which are to be purified. In this way it is forseen that the things which are 
only suspected to be infected concur and is not contaminated by the infection. To 
safeguard the people and to prevent any timely accidental contamination with the 
same people, the hands and arms washed in a solution of alum. Linen overalls 
boiled in oil and litharge. The pieces which are possibly made from the same linen 
will be an obstacle in the work and the insertation of alum is enough to stop the 
absorbing of infected material. 

ARTICLE FIVE 
The place where the purification is to take place should be spacious and 

abundantly provided with water. It should be surrounded by tall walls in order to be 
well protected from thieves, who on seeing the things not well guarded are easily 
tempted to steal. To guard the place and orders severe punishment to persons, who 
either steal or allows that linen or other objects being purified be stolen. The persons 
in charge of the purification should have no contact with anyone. The person who 
take the objects to be purified, will hand them over with a distinguishing mark 
which can easily be recognized. The procedure of the purification is the following: 

LINEN 
The purifiers raise the linen on staffs equipped with blunt hooks or with adapt 

springs, place same in large containers and pour over it alkaline liquid consisting 
of eighty parts of water and one of soda till it is covered. The containers are placed 
over a fire for at least half an hour till the solution starts boiling slowly. The fire is 
then put out completely and the containers are left lying for six hours. The linen 
is then washed in fresh water and hung out in the sun. It is left hanging for three 
days after which it is boiled again and washed in the same way. It is hung out for 
the second time and left exposed to the wind for twenty days. It is then collected 
and considered disinfected. Besides linen skein, hemp skein and cotton skein are 
included. 

PRINTED CLOTHS 
These cannot be boiled in an alkaline solution. Instead they are boiled three 

times in fresh water with an interval of six days. During the six day interval, they 
are ventilated. Twenty days of sun and wind are considered sufficient after the last 
wash. Linen, hemp and cotton are included with printed cloths. 

SILK AND WOOL 
The silk cloths which might be infected and the woollen cloths should be burnt 

if they are oflittle value, because in these two cases the cost of purification and the 
trouble will be more than their value. But if they are considered to be some value, 
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they are hung out so that they are well exposed to the wind and to the sun. They are 
left hanging for at least three months, making sure that they are Wt<ll beaten every 
day. In order to ensure that some are not very worn out it is important to place them 
under higher loggias so that they are well exposed to the sun and are well ventilated. 

Besides cloths also include skeins. 

COMMERCIAL BOOKS, LITERATURE BOOKS, PAPERS 
AND PICTURES 

Books are displayed on horizontal shelves with their open face down. On these 
same shelves the papers and pictures are spread. The perfume is lit and is placed 
under the shelf. The quantity of the perfume depends on the number of books and 
papers and on the dimensions of the cupboard or of the room where the fumigation 
is to take place. When the perfume has been used the fumigated books/papers 
are carried to a suitable place and aired. They are well minded to ensure that no 
important part gets lost. The fumigation and airing are repeated at least three times 
over a span of forty days. 

METALS, PRECIOUS STONES AND PEARLS 
The pearls are unthreaded and any substance considered containing infected 

material is removed. They are placed in a glass or varnished pottery vase and 
are covered with alcohol for about one hour. Metal and hard stones are placed in 
vinegar and are also left to soak for about an hour. The Purifying Committee who 
is in charge of receiving anything which is found after the purification is completed 
will hand over anything which successfully is fumigated and is sent at the Monte 
di Pieta accoding the judgement. 

ARTICLE SIX 
Once all the things contained in the infected house have been removed, the 

windows and doors are closed. The picture frames are removed from the walls and 
the picture is removed from the frame. These are thoroughly dusted and placed 
against the wall. The cupboards, wardrobes and chest of drawers are opened and 
cleaned in the same way. The cellars and other common places are visited and any 
rags, pieces of paper and anything else one comes across are burnt and the places 
are fumigated thoroughly. Six days after the second fumigation the house and 
rooms are opened and treated in the same way as indicated in ARTICLE TWO. 
The whitewashers then enter and wash the walls, ceiling and doors with calcium 
lactate. The floors are swept, scraped and washed with soda lye. After some days 
the whitewashers return and scrape the paint of the walls and these are washed 
again. When this has been done, the house is considered disinfected and fifteen 
days later may be lived in once again. 
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TABLES, CHEST OF DRAWERS AND WOODEN UTENSILS 
The people entering the houses which are considered infected will wash every 

wooden utensil with clear water in order to avoid touching to a wooden handle. 
In order to avoid causing damage to guilded frames, it is best to wash them with 
alcohol. After the second fumigation the whitewashers, before starting any other 
job/and without touching anything with their bare hands or the alcohol used for 
cleansing I with alcohol, the painting is washed with a soap and water solution, 
the frame on the guilded side is washed with alcohol and the other side with soda 
lime(?? lissivio di Soda). With the same solution the tables and any wooden utensil 
are washed. 

CHAIRS AND SOFAS 
If the seats and every other part of the chairs and sofas may be dusted and 

cleaned of the dust and dirt which easily resettles on them, and if the said seats 
are not upholstered with material which conserves the infection, the purification is 
the same as that carried out for the wooden furniture. If this does not apply, they 
are opened up and the stuffing is removed and the INVOGLI are carefully spared 
of any cover sensible to the disease. The seats and the INVOGLI all taken apart, 
which lose much of their value should be burnt. 

CHINA, PORCELAINE AND SHOWCASES 
The objects made of these materials can, almost without any danger, be 

considered like the metal objects. Therefore the cleansing is easily carried out by 
submerging them for twelve hours in a light soda lime (lisivio leggero di soda). They 
are then removed, without touching them with the hands and are again boiled for 
an hour. They are left immersed until the solution dissolves. They are then removed 
and are washed by pouring plenty of fresh water over them. 

MALTEX2019 
22ND - 25TH OCTOBER 

PREPARE NOW 
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